SEST Curriculum Subcommittee Meeting Minutes 10/20/16

Attendance

Merenstein B. Sociology
Jackson, M. Biology
Dobbs-McAuliffe, B. BMS
Broderick, D. CEGT
Dharavath, H. CEGT
Hou, X. CEGT
Tracey, K. CEGT
Watton, S Chemistry and Biochemistry
Williams, C. Computer Science
Vasko, T. Engineering
Oyewumi, Y. Geological Sciences
Thomas, J. Geological Sciences
Shibly, H. MCM
D'Onofrio, M. MIS
Singhal, R. Physics
Hoffman, N. SEPS
Mulrooney, J. SEPS
Bigley, M. SEPS/Nursing
DeLaura, J. Tech. and Eng. Education

Meeting called to order 12:16 pm
Minutes for 9/22 meeting approved

Agenda Items:

ACP 733 – Change in description to differentiate between licensed and non-licensed participants. Approved (SW/BDM)

FIN 310 – Change STAT210 from corequisite to prerequisite. Approved (SW/BDM)

Biology BS. Ed. – Adjustment to reflect SEPS change of EDF415 to EDF215. Approved (BDM/SW)

Chemistry BS. Ed. – Adjustment to reflect SEPS change of EDF415 to EDF215. Physics related requirements corrected. CHEM432 split into CHEM432/332 included in program. Approved (BDM/MJ)

General Science BS. Ed - Adjustment to reflect SEPS change of EDF415 to EDF215. Approved (SW/BDM)

Nursing BSN – Removal of requirements to attain 120 credit limit. BIO318/319 needs to be amended to include OR BMS318/319 statements. Approved as amended (SW/BDM)

CET 246 – Course addition. Approved (MJ/BDM)
Computer Science BS and BS Hons, CS291, CS493, CS949 – considered as package (MJ). Courses are crosslisted with CYS courses to be included in next round. Postponed until next meeting so that issue of crosslisting would be avoided (MF/BDM).

Announcements

Note from Dean’s office (Jim Mulrooney). Proposals must be submitted by department chairs to Dean’s Office by midnight on the Monday prior to the Curriculum Committee submission deadline.

Tom Vasko noted that proposal guidelines are available on curriculum committee website.

Meeting Adjourned 1:05 pm.

Submitted 10/26/2016

Steve Watton, Secretary